Objective To evaluate the use of reproductive health care and incidence of pediatric HIV infection during the expansion of antiretroviral therapy and services for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission in rural Malawi, and the influence of integration of these HIV-related services into general health services.

Design Descriptive analysis.

Setting Thyolo District, with a population of 600,000, an HIV prevalence of 21% and a total fertility rate of 5.7 in 2004.


Methods Review of facility records and databases for routine monitoring.

Main outcome measures Use of antenatal, intrapartum, postpartum, family planning and sexually transmitted infection services; incidence of HIV infection in infants born to mothers who received prevention of mother-to-child transmission care.

Results There was a marked increase in the uptake of perinatal care: pregnant women in 2010 were 50% more likely to attend at least one antenatal visit (RR 1.50, 95% CI 1.48–1.51); were twice as likely to deliver at a healthcare facility (RR 2.05, 95% CI 2.01–2.08); and were more than four times as likely to present for postpartum care (RR 4.40, 95% CI 4.25–4.55). Family planning consultations increased by 40% and the number of women receiving treatment for sexually transmitted infections doubled. Between 2007 and 2010, the number of HIV-exposed infants who underwent testing for HIV went up from 421 to 1599/year, and the proportion testing positive decreased from 13.3 to 5.0%; infants were 62% less likely to test HIV positive (RR 0.38, 95% CI 0.27–0.52).

Conclusions During the expansion and integration of HIV care, the use of reproductive health services increased and the outcomes of infants born to HIV-infected mothers improved. HIV care may be successfully integrated into broader reproductive health services.
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Introduction

In sub-Saharan Africa, the burden of HIV/AIDS has impacted on the health system in different ways. General healthcare services have struggled to provide care to increasing numbers of patients with AIDS-related opportunistic infections. At the same time as HIV increased the demand for health care, it also reduced the number of healthcare workers, both directly through increased morbidity and mortality, and indirectly through increased workload and burnout. In some settings, these effects have been associated with a reduction in the quality of general health care, and this has been suggested to have contributed to an increase in maternal and infant mortality.
Nevertheless, despite early concerns that health systems in Africa would not be able to cope with demands to provide life-saving antiretroviral therapy (ART), today over 6.5 million people are alive and on treatment in low- and middle-income countries, the majority of whom would probably have died if access to ART had not increased.

Antiretroviral therapy, both for treatment and for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT), has the potential to dramatically reduce HIV-related mortality, including maternal mortality and paediatric HIV infection. However, concerns about implementing large-scale treatment programmes in low-income countries meant that the provision of ART in settings with a high HIV burden did not receive full support from national governments and international donors until late 2003. Initially, the provision of ART and PMTCT services often occurred through specific 'vertical programmes', focusing on HIV only and operating independently from the general 'horizontal' primary healthcare system.

More recently, concerns have been raised about the potential negative effects of vertical HIV programmes on the use and outcomes of reproductive health services. Potential negative effects include: the diversion of funding away from reproductive health and the general health system towards HIV-specific services, the hypothesis that opt-out antenatal HIV testing could reduce the use of pregnancy care because women would not want to carry the burden of HIV-related stigma, and increased demands on an insufficient health workforce.

The actual impact of these potentially negative effects on reproductive health, particularly in well-integrated ART/PMTCT programmes, has not been comprehensively studied or documented. In the absence of evidence confirming or refuting these concerns, scepticism about the benefits of large-scale HIV programmes has contributed to decreased political and financial support for ART and PMTCT, ultimately putting hard-won public health gains at risk.

Malawi is one of the countries most heavily affected by the HIV pandemic. The HIV prevalence rate among adults of 15–49 years of age was 12% in 2007, with young women disproportionately affected. Despite a severe lack of financial and human resources in the country’s health sector, Malawi managed to increase the provision of ART with marked success. By the end of 2010, 250 987 people were alive on ART. This represented 63% of the estimated need.

The provision of PMTCT in Malawi was slow compared with that of ART. Suggested reasons for the delay include: low uptake of antenatal testing for HIV out of fear; inadequate referral systems between general maternal and child health services and PMTCT programmes; high dropout rates of women entering into PMTCT programmes because of stigma or financial and logistical constraints, and a low number of health workers available to provide reproductive health and PMTCT care.

This study describes the increase in use of reproductive health care during the scaling up and integration of ART and PMTCT services in Thyolo District, Malawi, and the impact of these services on paediatric HIV infection rates.

**Methods**

**Design**

We conducted a retrospective district-wide analysis of the uptake of reproductive services and of paediatric HIV infections between 1 January 2005 and 31 December 2010.

**Setting**

Thyolo is a rural district in southern Malawi, with around 600 000 inhabitants. More than two-thirds of the people live in extreme poverty. Although health care in government facilities and maternal care in most mission facilities are free of charge, poor road conditions and lack of money for transport are some of the barriers for women accessing care. Other barriers include a lack of decision-making power among women, and fear of stigma and discrimination.

Despite the fact that the Malawian government encouraged women to attend health centres or hospitals for their delivery care, still around half of the women in the district delivered at home in 2004, often with the assistance of a traditional birth attendant. The health system in Thyolo comprises one district hospital, one mission hospital, 13 government health centres, seven mission health centres and five private centres (tea estates), with a total of 21 973 institutional deliveries in 2010. As a result of the scarcity of registered nurse-midwives and medical doctors, nurse-midwife technicians (staff working as nurses and/or midwives, but with little professional training) and non-physician clinicians perform many of the nursing and clinical tasks at district level (task shifting).

**Intervention/programme approach**

This article describes the impact of the integration of HIV/PMTCT services into general health services. Since 2003, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) and the Ministry of Health (MoH) entered into a collaborative partnership to increase access to ART in Thyolo. MSF provided logistical support and technical guidance, whereas the MoH provided most of the human resources and health facilities, as well as the antiretroviral drugs obtained through the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. ART and PMTCT care are mostly provided by government clinicians and nurses. In line with the national programme, the expansion of ART in Thyolo made use of a public health
approach based on decentralisation to peripheral clinics and task shifting, as mentioned above. Between 2007 and 2010, ART and PMTCT activities were increasingly integrated into general health services, meaning that ART and PMTCT care were provided wherever possible at the same clinics, during the same hours and by the same staff who provided general (peripartum) care (Box 1). The timeline of the expansion and integration of ART care has been described previously.37

HIV services were initially delivered in a largely vertical fashion, but once district-wide provision of ART services and a substantial increase in the uptake of PMTCT services in 2007 were achieved, HIV care was integrated within general health services.40 Increasingly, measures to improve uptake and outcomes of reproductive health services were implemented, including the provision of postpartum, non-monetary incentives, such as soap, a baby blanket and a traditional wrap, that could encourage women to attend a health facility for delivery.41 At the same time, contraception became more widely available and was promoted in all outpatient departments in Thyolo District, both for HIV-positive and HIV-negative people. By late 2008, most ART and PMTCT care was provided in an integrated manner, although elements of service integration continued beyond that time (Box 2).

Since 2003, women eligible for ART for their own health have been started on a combined regimen consisting of stavudine (d4T)/3TC/NVP. ART among pregnant women in Malawi is established by clinical and immunological evaluation, with patients in WHO clinical stages 3 and 4, and patients in stages 1 and 2 but with a CD4 count below 350 cells/mm³, eligible for ART (revised from 250 cells/mm³ in late 2009).39,43 The newest WHO guidelines, which promote more robust and safer ART regimens, are expected to be adopted in Malawi in the near future.44,45

**HIV-related changes in reproductive health resources and infrastructure**

Several improvements in reproductive health services were supported by the increased budget for HIV care. The financial support for the delivery incentive came from MSF, using money from the ART/PMTCT programme at a cost of $7 per woman, which was considered affordable in this setting.41 Four maternity waiting homes were built at peripheral health centres throughout the district in 2007 and 2008, and four maternal and child health units of health centres were renovated in 2008. These constructions and renovations were all supported with funds from MSF’s HIV/AIDS programme budget. Five facilities were upgraded to provide full basic emergency obstetric care services, including the possibility to perform vacuum extraction, administer magnesium sulphate and intravenous antibiotics, and perform manual vacuum aspirations. This involved upgrading the existing buildings and equipment, as well as training health staff. The upgrading was financed by the MoH and MSF, using both general and HIV-related funds.

Effective drug procurement and supply chain management for drugs to reach clinics and pharmacies are major challenges in Malawi.46 At the district level, the supply systems of MSF and the MoH have been integrated into one general procurement and supply system. The availability of essential medications within the health system improved, thanks to investments in second- and third-line antibiotic

---

**Box 1. PMTCT protocols used in Thyolo**

- In 2002 the delivery of PMTCT services at the district hospital began. Initially, single-dose nevirapine (sd-NVP) was prescribed according to the WHO recommendation at that time.38
- In 2007, following a change in WHO recommendation, the regimen changed to: zidovudine (AZT) from 28 weeks of gestation, combined with sd-NVP and AZT/3TC at the onset of labour, and a 7-day ‘tailing off’ of AZT/3TC to prevent resistance against NVP; sd-NVP and 1 week of AZT prophylaxis were provided to the child.39
- At the end of 2010 expanded prophylaxis was provided at all facilities with antenatal services

**Box 2. Protocol for HIV testing of infants in Thyolo**

- Testing of HIV-exposed infants using DNA PCR at 6 weeks of age (or as soon as possible thereafter) was introduced in August 2007 at the district hospital, and gradually expanded to include ten PMTCT sites by end 2010
- PCR-negative infants were retested with a rapid diagnostic test at 9 months. If breastfeeding continued beyond that time, tests were repeated every 3 months until the mother had stopped breastfeeding for at least 6 weeks
- In a child below 18 months of age testing positive by rapid test, the diagnosis would be confirmed with a DNA PCR test
- Treatment with ART for all children <1 year of age diagnosed as HIV positive, regardless of clinical and immunological status, was introduced in July 2008, in line with the latest evidence.42 DNA PCR diagnostic services were made available through a reference laboratory in Blantyre (nearest large town), and was funded through a consortium of several partners
regimens supported by funding from the HIV/AIDS programme. For instance, a wider range of antibiotics became available for the treatment of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), including third-generation cephalosporines.

Outcomes
We assessed uptake indicators for antenatal care (number of consultations, percentage of women tested for HIV, PMTCT uptake), institutional deliveries, postpartum care, treatment for STIs and family planning visits (as a proxy for uptake of contraceptives) during the period under observation (1 January 2005–31 December 2010). We also assessed polymerase chain reaction (PCR) HIV test outcomes among children born to mothers undergoing PMTCT for the period during which data were available (1 August 2007–31 December 2010).

Data collection and analysis
Data were collected from facility records, the Health Management Information System (HMIS) database and the MSF database (PMTCT uptake), which are maintained for routine programme monitoring. Facility records include information on the uptake of STI care and family planning services. Data were collected by a dedicated MSF staff member with experience in data collection, and by the family planning and STI coordinators from the district health office (DHO), and were cross-checked by senior MSF and DHO clinical staff. Quality control was regularly performed on both databases by verifying information contained in databases with facility records. All relevant data were entered into a separate, password-protected Microsoft Excel sheet. In order to assess the relative change in uptake of services, we calculated relative risks and 95% confidence intervals comparing the data from 2005 (or the earliest available date) and 2010. All analyses were performed using spss 15® and stata 11 (IBM, New York, NY, USA). For all analyses, \( P < 0.05 \) was considered to be statistically significant.

Results
In 2007, Thyolo achieved district-wide access to ART for 80% of those estimated to be in urgent need of treatment.\(^{37}\) During the process of service integration in 2007 and 2008, the number of women initiating ART remained stable, and the number of women receiving PMTCT care further increased. At the end of December 2010, there were 18 753 people alive on ART in Thyolo.

Uptake of reproductive health services
The number of women attending antenatal services has increased significantly, as shown in Table 1. Women were 50% more likely to attend one antenatal care visit in 2010 compared with 2005, and were 18% more likely to attend four antenatal visits (as recommended by the WHO) in 2010 compared with 2008 (data not available prior to that

| Table 1. Comparison of the uptake of reproductive health services in Thyolo, Malawi, between 2005 and 2010 |
|-------------------------------------------|----------|----------|----------|
| Estimated number of pregnant women*      | 25 050   | 28 280   | –        |
| Number of women attending at least one ANC visit | 15 655   | 26 579   | 1.50     |
| Number of women attending at least four ANC visits | 3391 (2008) | 4531     | 1.18     |
| Number of HIV tests performed among pregnant women attending ANC** | 4133     | 25 222   | 3.59     |
| Estimated number of HIV-positive pregnant women (HIV prevalence 21%) | 5260     | 5938     | –        |
| Number of HIV-positive women receiving PMTCT (any) | 936      | 2873     | 2.72     |
| Number of deliveries                      | 9515     | 21 973   | –        |
| Number presenting for postnatal visit 1 week after delivery | 3253     | 16 156   | 4.40     |
| Number of infants tested by PCR           | 421 (2007)| 1599    | –        |
| Number of infants testing positive        | 56       | 80       | –        |
| Proportion of infants testing positive    | 13.3%    | 5.0%     | 0.38     |

*Calculated with the projected population from the 1998 population and housing census, with a birth rate of 4.5%.
**Some women may have been tested more than once.
Among women attending at least one antenatal care visit, the likelihood of being tested for HIV was more than three times higher in 2010 compared with 2005.

Access to quality PMTCT care increased significantly between 2005 and 2010. In 2005, 936 HIV-positive women received single-dose nevirapine (NVP) for PMTCT. In 2010, 2873 women received PMTCT care: 1560 pregnant women received zidovudine (AZT) prophylaxis from 28 weeks of gestation; 794 women received full ART, as they were established to be eligible on maternal indication only; and 519 were on ART already at the first antenatal visit. The likelihood for an HIV-positive woman to receive PMTCT was 2.7 times greater in 2010 compared with 2005.

We previously reported that in the 2-year period between late 2007 and late 2009, the number of deliveries in health facilities throughout the district increased by 78%. Women were twice as likely to deliver at a health facility in 2010 compared with 2005, and were more than four times as likely to undertake a postnatal visit.

Figure 1 shows the increase in uptake for antepartum, intrapartum and postpartum care between 2005 and 2010, calculated as the percentages of the total number of pregnant women receiving these types of care. Despite this increase in patient burden, the maternal pregnancy outcomes at the facility level improved during the same period, probably as a result of obstetric audit and feedback to improve the quality of care. Health promotion efforts also increased. All women attending STI care are actively encouraged to test for HIV, and all women attending HIV care are asked whether they have STI-related complaints, and are treated if this is the case; women attending HIV care are generally encouraged to use condoms; family planning is promoted, in particular to HIV-positive women, and women attending STI treatment and HIV care are encouraged to bring their partners to the clinic during subsequent visits for assessment and treatment. As a result of these activities, between 2005 and 2010, the number of women receiving treatment for STIs increased from 5345 to 11 236 (in populations of 140 000 and 150 000 women of reproductive age, respectively), which represents a doubling in the likelihood of receiving STI treatment (RR 1.96, 95% CI 1.90–2.03).

The number of family planning consultations at medical facilities in Thyolo district increased from 73 625 in 2005 to 103 480 in 2010, an increase of 41%. This includes consultations in the public as well as the private sectors. It is not known how many of these consultations were repeat consultations, nor for how many women.

PMTCT outcomes
Since 2007, the number of infants receiving a PCR HIV test at 6 weeks of age increased substantially, whereas the HIV prevalence rate among infants whose mothers had received PMTCT showed a steady reduction, indicating that the outcome of the PMTCT programme improved markedly over the period in which services were scaled up and integrated. Infants that had been exposed to HIV were 62% less likely to test HIV positive in 2010 compared with 2007 (RR 0.38, 95% CI 0.27–0.52).

Discussion
We can tentatively conclude that the availability of HIV funding has broadly benefited the overall health system and contributed to the improved use of reproductive healthcare services. At the very least these findings show that scaling up PMTCT and ART need not hinder improvements in other health priorities. The national demographic health surveys (DHSs) of 2004 and 2010 indicate that Thyolo was the district with the second highest increase in the percentage of all deliveries occurring at a health facility (from 51.4 to 75.1%). The figures for peripartum care use are comparable between these demographic health surveys and our study, except for the antenatal care use in 2005 that was found to be lower in our study compared with the DHS (≈60 versus ≈90%). This discrepancy may be caused by different methods of data collection.

Our report shows that the integration of opt-out HIV testing and counselling and PMTCT care within the general peripartum services did not limit women’s uptake of
general and reproductive health care, as some had feared. Moreover, despite the fact that considerable human and material resources were needed to facilitate the increased provision of ART and PMTCT, the healthcare system was still able to accommodate an increasing number of patients attending general reproductive health care.

This type of study can be classified as ‘operational research’, meaning that it is based on routinely collected programme data. The main strength of such a study is that the data are all derived from a real programme/field setting, and as such may provide a more credible picture for programme planners compared with findings from a controlled study environment. The limitations of this type of research are its retrospective nature and the fact that some degree of under-reporting may occur, as proper recording and storing of data may be a challenge in under-resourced settings, and is usually not given high priority. However, we consider the data used in this analysis for the period 2005–2010 to be reliable for two main reasons. Firstly, quality control was performed for data reported at HMIS and MSF. Secondly, data on ANC, delivery care, postpartum care, family planning and STI treatment all showed very clear trends, without any major ‘outliers’.

Another important limitation of the study design is that no causal relationships can be ascribed. We have shown that several initiatives were implemented with money allocated to HIV, but that there may be other explanations for the observed increase in uptake of services. The significant increase in the uptake of ANC may have been the result of increased health promotion efforts to all women, including perception in the community of improved antenatal care or health services in general, increased availability of ART, PMTCT and HIV testing and counselling, and increased availability of health staff as a result of reduced HIV/AIDS-related mortality among staff. The increase in women coming for at least four antenatal visits may have resulted from an increase in the number of women coming for PMTCT care who are urged to come every month for their ART or AZT refills. Among women coming for a fourth visit the clinic records do not differentiate between those who receive PMTCT and those who do not. Increased health promotion and improvements in quality of care are also likely contributors to the increased uptake of postpartum care, family planning services and STI treatment.

The PMTCT and ART services in Thyolo were delivered in an integrated manner, through the public health system, by health staff in the same clinics used for general health care. This means that HIV testing and counselling, PMTCT services and ART care could be received by patients at the same place and time that they received their general peripartum care. The fact that PMTCT and ART are readily available is likely to positively influence the decision of women to accept to be tested and seek care. Also, as PMTCT and ART were provided at the general clinic, this forced both MoH and MSF health managers to take into consideration the (limited) resources of these clinics while planning the provision of ART and PMTCT.

It is understandable that those concerned with the general health of women and children have grown apprehensive of the substantial budget that has been made available for HIV care. However, it is likely that the financial situation of the local public health sector would be in an even more deplorable state without the influx of HIV money. Our findings indicate that investments in district health services that take into account both HIV-related and reproductive health needs may produce significant improvements. Maternal mortality and HIV should be tackled together by the same services. ART reduces HIV transmission from mother to child, promotes women’s health and survival, and in this way can also improve the health outcomes of their children. For this reason, the provision of ART should be promoted as an essential element of primary maternal and child care, and pregnant women should be considered a priority group to access ART.

Under the current circumstances, given the fragile situation of most public health systems in sub-Saharan African nations, and the overwhelming burden of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, integrated HIV/reproductive health programmes such as the one described in this paper are difficult to sustain without significant external support. The withdrawal of donor funding based on several reasons, including unjustified scepticism about the effects of external investments, will endanger the lives of many HIV-positive and negative people.
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